
Product Type

Description

Range name

Barcode

Supplier code

Country of origin

Standard colour group

Selling colour

Standard material group

Material composition

Mail order packaging

Web description

Bring some modernist style into your home with our
Alessio five drop electrified pendant. Created from
metal and finished in a contrasting matt black outer
cube with a gold inner cube. This pendant when
hung appears to be suspended in mid-air creating
a piece of art for your ceiling. Pair with our Calex
bulbs to complete the modernist industrial look.
Also available as a three-drop electrified pendant
and a single drop electrified pendant.

Yes

Metal

Metal

Matt Black

Black

China

ZHON003

5018207388178

Alessio 5 Drop

Alessio Matt Black Metal Five Cube Pendant

Electrified Pendant

Length (side to side) (cm)

50

n/a

n/a

n/a

135/116/100/72

57.5

1

n/a

n/aOuter Box quantity

Outer Box

Product Box quantity

Product Box

Minimum drop

Tapered shade top

Shade (from complete)

Base (from complete)

Overall

Depth (front to back) (cm)

50

n/a

n/a

n/a

Pendant body

Product weight (kg)

42.5

Product Box weight (kg)

n/a

Outer Box weight (kg) n/a

n/a

4.3

27

3.12

n/a

n/a

n/a

156

Height (top to bottom) (cm)

Number of bulbs

Bulb

Wattage

Tube riser

Plug

Cable type

Cable colour and material

Lampholder

Dimmable

IP rating

User manual

Switch n/a

Yes

20

Yes

E27 White plastic with gold casing

Black fabric

2x0.75mm² with an Earth terminal in
ceiling cup

n/a

n/a

10-12W LED

ES/E27 GLS

5

Traceability label

Y' statement label

Issue date:

Grommet

Felt base/Feet

UKCA/CE label

Double insulated label

Cord grip

Shade gimbal type and colour

Shade gimbal size

Shade lining colour and material

in ceiling cup

in ceiling cup

n/a

n/a

on traceability label

n/a

in ceiling cup

n/a

n/a

n/a

For packaging and labeling information please refer to our Packaging and Labelling Supplier Manual.

35-306Product code
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